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Title
The proposal title should closely match the
title of your intended session. It should be
clear and state what the session will be
about. 
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A study of engaging student discussion
using Zoom polls 
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Writing a conference proposal

Like any abstract, it should speak directly to the
parts of the proposal, and your final session. It
should include references, as well. Remember,
this will become the short description of your
session in the conference program. What is it
about your session that will appeal to attendees?

Detailed abstract (75-100 words)
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Detailed abstract (75-100 words)
Like any abstract, it should speak directly to the
parts of the proposal and your final session. It
should include references, as well. Remember,
this will become the short description of your
session in the conference program. What is it
about your session that will appeal to attendees?

IMPORTANT!!
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Detailed abstract (example)
Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade
student writers’ participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do
we encourage student writers to actively engage in GSOTs? In an REB
study, we found a significant increase in student writer participation
when using Zoom polls, in both group discussion, as well as in return
writing centre usage by group members. This was especially the case
when using feedback for “active rewriting and rethinking and
resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in polling. The session includes
study links, GSOT prep videos, and polling activities materials. 
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Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student
writers’ participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do we encourage
student writers to actively engage in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a
significant increase in student writer participation when using Zoom
polls, in both group discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage
by group members. This was especially the case when using feedback for
“active rewriting and rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020)
processes in polling. The session includes study links, GSOT prep videos,
and polling activities materials. 
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                                                                                                   How do we encourage
student writers to actively engaged in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a
significant increase in student writer participation when using Zoom polls, in both
group discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage by group members.
This was especially the case when using feedback for “active rewriting and
rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in polling. The session
includes study links, GSOT prep videos, and polling activities materials. 

Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student
writers’ participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). 
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                                                                                                   How do we encourage
student writers to actively engaged in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a
significant increase in student writer participation when using Zoom polls, in both
group discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage by group members.
This was especially the case when using feedback for “active rewriting and
rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in polling. The session
includes study links, GSOT prep videos, and polling activities materials. 

Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student
writers’ participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). 

Shorten word 
count
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                                                                                                   How do we encourage
student writers to actively engaged in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a
significant increase in student writer participation when using Zoom polls, in both
group discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage by group members.
This was especially the case when using feedback for “active rewriting and
rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in polling. The session
includes study links, GSOT prep videos, and polling activities materials. 

Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student
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Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student writers’
participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do we encourage student
writers to actively engage in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a significant
increase in student writer participation when using Zoom polls, in both group
discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage by group members. This was
especially the case when using feedback for “active rewriting and rethinking and
resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in polling. The session includes study links,
GSOT prep videos, and polling activities materials. 
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Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student writers’
participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do we encourage student
writers to actively engage in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a significant
increase in student writer participation when using Zoom polls, in both group
discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage by group members. This was
especially the case when using feedback for “active rewriting and rethinking and
resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in polling. The session includes study links,
GSOT prep videos, and polling activities materials. 
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Detailed abstract (example)Doesn't need to be
in question form.



Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student writers’
participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do we encourage student writers
to actively engaged in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a significant
increase in student writer participation when using Zoom polls, in both
group discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage by group
members. This was especially the case when using feedback for “active
rewriting and rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in
polling. The session includes study links, GSOT prep videos, and polling activities
materials. 
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Detailed abstract (example)



Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student writers’
participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do we encourage student writers
to actively engaged in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a significant
increase in student writer participation when using Zoom polls, in both
group discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage by group
members. This was especially the case when using feedback for “active
rewriting and rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in
polling. The session includes study links, GSOT prep videos, and polling activities
materials. 

Detailed abstract (example)

Writing a conference proposal

Indicate relevant theory, 
scholarship,  or literature. 
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description



Expand on each section of the Abstract for
the description. It's often helpful to write the
Abstract first, as it helps to direct and keep
the description to length and on point.

Writing a conference proposal

Proposal description (500 words)
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Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student writers’
participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do we encourage student writers
to actively engage in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a significant increase in
student writer participation when using Zoom polls, in both group discussion, as
well as in return writing centre usage by group members. This was especially the
case when using feedback for “active rewriting and rethinking and resubmitting”
(Dyson, 2020) processes in polling. The session includes study links, GSOT prep
videos, and polling activities materials. 

Use the Abstract as your
starting point. 

Proposal description (500 words)
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Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student
writers’ participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do we encourage
student writers to actively engage in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a
significant increase in student writer participation when using Zoom
polls, in both group discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage
by group members. This was especially the case when using feedback for
“active rewriting and rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020)
processes in polling. The session includes study links, GSOT prep videos,
and polling activities materials. Use the sections of the 

Abstract to build out 
your description.

Proposal description (500 words)
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Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student
writers’ participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). 

Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student
writers’ participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). Many tutors report
that as the use of GSOT increase, participation in the session decreased,
confounding tutors as well as student who do participate. This resulted
in lower GSOT session bookings, overall. 

Proposal description (500 words)
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How do we encourage student writers to actively engage in GSOTs? 

We began to look at this issue more deeply, beginning with discussion in
our writing centre, as well as with students who have been using GSOT
on a regular basis. We found that those session were polls were used as a
means for discussion were more successful all-round. We decided to do a
study of this, with these questions, “How do we encourage student
writers to actively engage in GSOTs?”; “Do GSOT session with polling
increase participation?”; “Do GSOT sessions return with polling student
usage of the GSOT and individual tutoring, and increased?”

Proposal description (500 words)
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In an REB study, we found a significant increase in student writer
participation when using Zoom polls, in both group discussion, as well as
in return writing centre usage by group members. 

In our REB study, we found a significant increase in student writer
participation when using Zoom polls, not only in general group
participation, but specifically in group discussion. We also found a 78%
increase in GSOT booking among students who attended session with
polling, as well as increased individual booking from group members
attending GSOT sessions with polling (89%). 

Proposal description (500 words)
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This was especially the case when using feedback for “active rewriting
and rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020) processes in polling. 

Our GSOT polling sessions for the study used Dyson’s (2020) 3Rs—
rewriting, rethinking, resubmitting—modelling processes of online group
tutoring, specifically Dyson’s feedback modelling in “proactive and in-
session active rewriting and rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020,
p. 341) concepts applied in polling. Dyson’s instance of “students’ deep
and inclusive retelling” of their own group writing experience is borne
out in our study (2020, p. 389). 

Proposal description (500 words)
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The session includes study links, GSOT prep videos, and polling activities
materials. 

The session includes study links, GSOT prep videos, and polling activities
materials (including polling questions, activities, and resources). A short
participatory activity will include a Dyson’s 3Rs activity. 

Proposal description (500 words)



Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student
writers’ participation (Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). How do we encourage
student writers to actively engage in GSOTs? In an REB study, we found a
significant increase in student writer participation when using Zoom
polls, in both group discussion, as well as in return writing centre usage
by group members. This was especially the case when using feedback for
“active rewriting and rethinking and resubmitting” (Dyson, 2020)
processes in polling. The session includes study links, GSOT prep videos,
and polling activities materials. 
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   Group, synchronous, online tutoring (GSOT) seem to dissuade student writers’ participation
(Rumba, 2020; Hoover, 2022). Many tutors report that as the use of GSOT increase,
participation in the session decreased, confounding tutors as well as student who do
participate. This resulted in lower GSOT session bookings, overall. 
    We began to look at this issue more deeply, beginning with discussion in our writing centre,
as well as with students who have been using GSOT on a regular basis. We found that those
session were polls were used as a means for discussion were more successful all-round. We
decided to do a study of this, with these questions, “How do we encourage student writers to
actively engage in GSOTs?”; “Do GSOT session with polling increase participation?”; “Do GSOT
sessions return with polling student usage of the GSOT and individual tutoring, and
increased?”
    In our REB study, we found a significant increase in student writer participation when using
Zoom polls, not only in general group participation, but specifically in group discussion. We
also found a 78% increase in GSOT booking among students who attended session with
polling, as well as increased individual booking from group members attending GSOT sessions
with polling (89%). 
    Our GSOT polling sessions for the study used Dyson’s (2020) 3Rs—rewriting, rethinking,
resubmitting— modelling processes of online group tutoring, specifically Dyson’s feedback
modelling in “proactive and in-session active rewriting and rethinking and resubmitting”
(Dyson, 2020, p. 341) concepts applied in polling. Dyson’s instance of “students’ deep and
inclusive retelling” of their own group writing experience is borne out in our study (2020, p.
389). 
   The session includes study links, GSOT-prep videos, and polling activity materials (including
polling questions and resources). A short participatory activity will include a Dyson’s 3Rs
activity. 
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Session types

Research Presentations
Roundtable Discussions
Interactive Workshops
Writing, Research and Pedagogy Fair Display
Your Suggestions 

There are 4+1 options for conference sessions:



Report on a study, on an evidence-based pedagogical
practice, or on research into the history, theory,
philosophies, and praxes of writing centres. Presentations
will be grouped into small panels of presenters.
Presenters are also welcome to propose their own panel
of grouped presentations. Research presentations are
typically 15 minutes in length with additional time for
Q&A.

Writing a conference proposal

Session types - Research Presentations
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Session types - Roundtable Discussions
These sessions are question-driven. Roundtable sessions
are ideal for works-in-progress, pedagogical innovations, or
taking up an issue of current debate in our field. Roundtable
facilitators lead a 30-minute discussion that encourages
active participation and contribution from attendees.
Proposals should indicate the topic of your discussion, why
it would be of interest to writing centre colleagues, and how
you plan to engage and facilitate an active and dynamic
discussion.
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Session types - Interactive Workshops
Workshops are an opportunity to model an innovative
practice, strategy or innovation with your colleagues
through collaborative hands-on activities. Proposals
should clearly describe the practice you intend to
feature, the overall structure of the session, and how
you will actively engage the audience. Workshops are
typically 50 minutes in length.



This asynchronous Writing, Research and Pedagogy Fair will offer
opportunities to showcase writing centre practices that do not fit into
traditional presentation formats. Have an exciting new program you
are proud of? Clever new handouts or resources? A poster detailing
a research project? A video walkthrough of your centre? Proposals
should clearly describe what you intend to showcase, and the
materials (text, audio, and/or video) you will produce to provide
context and explanation for viewers. Conference attendees will be
invited to comment, like, and share in response.

Writing a conference proposal

Session types - Interactive Workshops
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Session types - Your Suggestions
We are open to other kinds of presentations—add
these to your proposals.
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References

References should include all works cited in
the proposal in APA format; for example,

Dyson, R. (2020). 3Rs: Usages and practices.
Journal of Use and Practice, 4(33), pp. 241-534.
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References - Suggested/Further reading

It's also okay to added one to three Suggested
or Further Reading references, if this is helpful
to your proposal, as well as to the session
attendee. 



If you need support, please contact the
conference co-chairs,
Stevie Bell, stepbell@yorku.ca 
Brian Hotson, brw.hotson@gmail.com
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Good luck with your proposal!

mailto:stepbell@yorku.ca

